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Questions 1-8: Multiple Choice: 2 points each

Questions 9: 2 points

Questions 10-12: Explain your work: 16 points total

løfultiple choice answers:
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Question l: Miley swings on a large concrete ball. At the
time when the ball reaches its lowest point (as shown in
the figure), we can say that the acceleration of the ball is

A) zero

€)'p*"d'
C) downwards
D) to the right
E) ín sonie other direction

Ignore air drag and Miley for this question.
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Question 2: which statement most accurately describes conseruation of
Momentum in a collision of two objects in outer space?

A) Momentum of each object is separately conserved in any collision.
6)fotal momentum is conserved during any collision.

Question 3: A jetplane flies at a constant velocity of 900 km/hr. which of the arows
best represents the net force on the plane?
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c) Total momenrum is conserved, but oniy if the objects don't heat up durins, the
collision. -) Êq laeÁ,oa^( n qcy Å *"¡u^uÅ ;{ 
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D) Total momentum is conserved before and after but not during the collision i ç .
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none of theChoose A, B, C, D, E, or:
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Question 4: confused carl has lost his i-phone. Helpress without it' he wanders
around aimlessly trying to find it. If the picture above shows t:0 and if carl,s x-
velocity versus time is shown in the graph below, when does carl find his phone?
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Question 5: An object's acceleration vs time data is provided in the table below. If
the object's velocity at time t:0.02s is v:3m/s, the velocity at t:0.03s is closest to

A) 3.01m/s @.r*zt C) 3.2 rrt/s D) 3.3m/s E) 43mls

Time (s) Acceleration (m/s2)
0.00 10.0
0.01 9.9
0.02 o'7
0.03 9.3
0.04 9.6

vþ.ozs) = V(o.oz) * ø(o.ozr).(o.os, -/o.or17
(assume the acceleraÍion is changing smoothly during the times shown)
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Question 6: James th¡ows a ball. During the throw, we can say that

A) There is a force on James from the ball. Its magnitude is greater than the
magnitude of the force that James exefts on the ball.

B) There is a force on James from the ball. rts magnitude is less than the
,lmagnitude ol the lorce that James exerrs on the ball.
( !¡Fhere is a force on James from the ball. Its magnitude is the same as the- magnitude of,the lorce that James exerts on the ball. À ¡ r . t

D) There is no lorce on James irom the ball. lV ø'nfon 5 5 t^ Å' La^'t
3n"raatees þis.

Question 7: The momentum of the bail vs time is graphed for four different
throws below. During which throw did James achieve his maximum force exeded
on the ball? The scales on each graph are the sane. 
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Question E: rhe graph 
"0"".'ríJ,9Jit verocity 

", ,,; l; un oi".. which of
the following motion diagrams could this graph be referring to?
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Question 9: on the axes below, sketch the acceleration vs time for this ob.iect.
(2 points) ac cele¡ah"n., s("¡e o{ V ,r i



Question 10; In a standard pea shooter, a 1 gram pea accelerates through a tube,
propelled by a puffof air. The tube is 10cm long ánd the force ofthe aii increases
as

F(t):(O.1N ) t

until the pea leaves the tube. At what speed does the pea reave the tube?
(6 poimts)
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Question tr n r A'black ball sits in rhe middle of a standard 1 .2mby 2.4m pool table.
To impress your friends, you casuaily wander up to the table, place a whiie balr
somewhere along the edge, and then hit it towards the black uàtt ¡ust right so that
after the balls collide, the black ball goes in the comer pocket anå the iihite ball
goes in the side pocket, as shown in the picture to the right. Ifthe two balls each
have a mass of 100g and each reach the pockets at exactly the same time, 0.6s aÍïer
the collision, what was the veiocity of the white ball before the collisioná
(You may ignore the size of the ba\s, and assume that the bails rort perfectry
without losing speed. However, the collision is an Ìnelastíc collìsioi witere'energy is
NOT cons erved. ) (6 points)
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Question l2:

The y-velocity of a piece of space junk falling vertically downward through the air towards the
Earth is given for several times by the following chart (negative velocity means downward
motion):

Time lseconrìsl y-velocity (m/s)
0.000 -50.000
0.00i -49.760
0.002 49.522
0.003 49.287

Evenlually, the spacejunk reaches terminal velocity (i.e. its downward velocity becomes
constant). Using the info¡mation provided, estimate this terminal velocity. (4 points)
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